
Comparison: Batteries vs. Kinetic Rotary UPS 
Flywheel Manufacturer Claim vs. Reality 

 

 Flywheel Manufacturer Claim Reality 
 Battery based system Kinetic energy 

storage system 
 

Size and 
installation 

Large, bulky, space 
intensive, Requires 
separate battery room, 
dedicated HVAC unit 

Requires ¼ of the 
floor space of a 
battery system 

Battery based UPS system is no larger than Rotary UPS, if Battery 
time reduced to 1-2 minutes like Flywheel UPS only 39 Seconds. 
No separate battery room require,. No dedicated HVAC required for 
VRLA batteries. 

Maintenance Frequent inspection, 
terminal cleaning, 
connection tightening, 
voltage measurement and 
more 

Requires minimal 
upkeep and 
periodic air filter 
changes 

VRLA Battery based system require 2 inspection per year, same as 
kinetic ups. Battery based system does not require yearly bearing 
check and fine-tuning. Rotary system need fine alignment, system 
shutdown require to maintain  the rotary system. With Battery 
system inspection require, maintenance is not a must like kinetic 
system 

Reliability Batteries caused 70 
percent of unpredictable 
failures in UPS systems 

Field proven 
mechanical energy 
storage is 
predictable and 
failsafe 

By using a redundant battery system with multiple strings, 
unpredictable failure could be reduced to Zero with regular 
inspection. Kinetic system does not have any redundancy at all. 
Batteries never fail over night without any symptom of failure. But 
kinetic system fails overnight/any moment, like any rotating machine. 
For successive short interval power outage kinetic ups will definitely 
fail because of less time to store kinetic energy and generator would 
not start for sag or brown out. Main generator itself depends on a 
battery system for startup and generator system quiet often fail to 
startup within 15-20 seconds, sometime completely failed to startup. 
With battery system client can increase backup time to couple of 
hours if they want to. With kinetic ups system this is not an option. 
With kinetic UPS all critical loads fate depends on the reliability of 
building generator. 

Longevity Batteries hold less charge 
with each use and need 
periodic replacement 

Nearly unlimited life 
with no fall-off in 
performance 

Batteries loss maximum 25% of capacity in the end of 5/10/20 years 
life cycle. If the UPS design life 20 years and 20 years designed life 
batteries used, no battery replacement required during the life of 
UPS. Kinetic UPS need to change mechanical gears and require 
fine-tuning almost every 6-month period. During mechanical 
maintenance shutdown required. 

Life cycle 
cost 

High cost due to battery 
maintenance and 
replacement and low 
efficiency 

Offers less than 
half the cost of any 
battery based 
system 

Battery based system does not need continuous maintenance. For 
same backup time battery based system cost is 3/4th of kinetic based 
system 

Energy 
efficiency 

90 to 93 percent efficient 96 to 97 percent 
efficient 

With Less than 100% load, efficiency almost same for both 
technology. Smaller than 400kVA system 1% efficiency difference is 
not a big issue. Mitsubishi 9900A Series UPS is more then 96% 
efficient 

Safety and 
environment 

Presents risk of fires and 
acid spills; requires 
special handling and 
disposal 

Safe for those who 
handle it and the 
environment 

For VRLA batteries no risk for acid spills or fire from hydrogen 
emission. Battery is not safe for environment only if not re cycled 
properly. 

Temperature Requires special heating 
or cooling to maintain 
specified temperature 

Broad operating 
temperature range 

Most of the UPS system operates in controlled environment. So heat 
and cold is not an issue. 

Conclusion CAT want to prove Battery 
based UPS is useless 

Kinetic system is 
the only solution 

Kinetic system is only good for: users who can trust their main 
generator system 100%. For those sites where successive short 
power bump incident is zero. Where client want a UPS larger than 
1000kVA in a single module. Otherwise Battery based static UPS is 
the most reliable solution. 
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